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Comparison with China shows India's boom may be less impressive than it seems

INDIA has been swept by optimism that its economy can do as well as China's. A recent article in the 
Economic Times claimed that the growth in India's total factor productivity (TFP), the efficiency with
which inputs of both labour and capital are used, had accelerated, whereas China's had slowed owing to
wasteful investment. As a result, the article boasted, rising productivity—the main driver of long-run
economic growth—is now running neck and neck in the two economies. Close inspection of the numbers,
however, reveals that China remains well ahead.

Both India and China have large populations, low incomes and rapidly rising GDP, yet the composition of
their growth has been quite different. A recent paper* by Barry Bosworth and Susan Collins, of the 
Brookings Institution in Washington, DC, explores the sources of expansion in both countries, breaking 
down total GDP growth into increases in inputs of labour and capital, and gains in TFP. In the period 
1993-2004, China's GDP grew by an average of 9.7% a year, India's by 6.5%. Employment increased 
faster in India than in China, but this was more than offset by a much slower rise in output per worker: 
only 4.6% a year, compared with 8.5% in China. This reflected both stronger capital investment in 
China and much faster growth in TFP, which increased at an annual rate of 4% against India's 2.3% 
(see left-hand chart). Contrary to the popular claim that China's TFP growth has slowed, the authors find
that it has accelerated from a pace of 3.6% in 1978-93.

These figures challenge the conventional wisdom that China's growth is more dependent than India's on 
investment than on efficiency gains. Over the past decade TFP has in fact accounted for a bigger slice of 
GDP growth in China than in India. Thanks to economic reforms, India's TFP growth has improved from 
its paltry 0.2% a year in the 1960s and 1970s before the economy was opened up, but it is still much 
slower than in China. Worryingly, the figures also show that India's TFP grew more slowly in 1999-2004 
than in 1993-99. Since 2004, TFP growth has probably spurted (the figures are not yet available), but 
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this may reflect a cyclical boom. 

The relative performance of the two countries varies by sector (see right-hand chart). In agriculture, 
China has enjoyed much faster productivity growth. Indeed, India's TFP growth in farming has fallen 
since 1993, dragging down overall TFP growth because agriculture still employs a large share of the 
population. In 1978 it accounted for 71% of workers in both India and China. Now the respective figures
are 57% and 47%. India therefore has huge scope to sustain rapid growth by shifting workers from 
agriculture to more productive jobs in industry and services.

According to conventional wisdom, Chinese workers have shifted largely from farming to factories, 
whereas India's growth has been driven largely by services, from call centres to writing software. In 
fact, jobs in services have expanded more strongly in China than in India. Since 1993 the rate of 
increase of China's service-sector jobs has been four times that in industrial jobs and has exceeded that 
in India. China's real output of services has not only grown almost as fast as its industrial output, but 
also faster than India's services. 

Indeed, a larger proportion of workers is employed in services in China than in India. However, the 
share of services in GDP is much smaller in China (33%, against India's 50%), because Chinese industry
is so much more productive. India's industrial workforce, including small firms in the informal sector,
has been growing much faster than China's—by 3.6% a year since 1993, against only 1.2% in
China—but its industrial output has lagged behind China's because its productivity has grown more
slowly. This is due in part to rigid labour laws, which prevent the most efficient use of workers, and to a
lack of modern infrastructure. Since 1993, China's industrial TFP has grown by an annual average of
6.2% compared with a measly 1.1% in India—barely any faster than before the economic reforms of the
early 1990s.

Suspiciously quick

A curious finding is that although India has trailed far behind China in TFP growth in agriculture and 
industry, in services India has done much better: on average, its productivity has grown by 3.9% a year
since 1993, compared with only 0.9% in China. These figures are startling. They give India perhaps the 
fastest recorded pace of TFP growth in services of any country in the world. But how reliable are the 
data? 

An earlier paper† by Mr Bosworth, Ms Collins and Arvind Virmani, an adviser at India's Planning 
Commission, suggests that such strong TFP growth in services is suspicious. One might expect rapid 
productivity gains in finance, telecoms and business services, but they account for only 28% of India's 
total services output. Indeed, traditional services (retailing, transport, public and personal services) 
have contributed more to reported output growth since 1993 than modern varieties. This makes India 
odd: most countries have not seen rapid TFP growth in traditional services and productivity growth has 
generally been slower in services than in industry.

The authors tentatively suggest that the growth in services output (and hence TFP) may be overstated 
in India. They surmise that inflation in services is being underestimated, causing real growth to be 
overstated. If so, then India's overall GDP growth lags further behind China than the official figures 
show. 

In any case, the study clearly shows that the main difference in the growth performance of China and 
India is not the strength of India's service sector, but the weakness of its manufacturing. Until India 
boosts its industrial productivity, which will require bolder reforms, it is premature to boast that its 
economic performance is as good as China's.

* “Accounting for Growth: Comparing China and India”

† “Sources of Growth in the Indian Economy”
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